CLC Chronicles

The latest happenings from the Hopkins-Lloyd CLC!
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POSE!
A full tummy and a soft blanket is the perfect combination to take a nap.

Students should bring with them EVERY day:
- Chromebook
- Headphones
- Mask
- A positive and respectful attitude!

REMINDEERS

Students should bring with them EVERY day:
CLC proudly presents, our **FIRST** 'Caught Being Kind' Raffle of the 2020-2021 School Year!

Staff have been keeping a watchful eye out for students who are doing kind things! Anything from using their manners, helping a friend with homework, or giving the staff a hand with a task.

We LOVE to celebrate positive behaviors! Who will be 'Caught Being Kind' next month?

**Congratulations to Our First Winners**

**Khristiana**: Asked nicely for a pencil!

**Keyantta**: Helped a student who just arrived, to get upstairs!

**Kenyarri**: Helped clean out paper towel that fell into the sink!

**A'Riyah**: Let Ms. Dayshia and Mr. C in the side door!

**Aliana**: Filling up Mr. T's water bottle!
You might be wondering...
How is it possible that during math programming, students are smiling so big you can see it under their masks?

The Answer: Mr. T and Mr. C pair math facts with friendly competitions!

Students have been working on skip counting and their multiplication facts during our Crazy 8's Math Club!
Hallway Races!

What do you do when it's too cold to go outside, there's a group in the gym, AND only 15 minutes until dismissal?

You have hallway races, of course!

Ms. Robertson's K4/K5 group took to the 3rd floor hallway to do sprints! A great way to get in some quick exercise before getting on the bus.

Want to join the FUN!? Contact Ms. Jackie!

Email: jhuff@coa-yfc.org
Phone: 414-267-0641

Applications available in the main office!

Upcoming Programs
3rd-5th Grade Book Club
For students at home and at CLC. Every Thursday at 3:30p. Join on CLC Google Classroom

Internet Safety & Mentorship Check Ins with Safe & Sound

Woodland Pattern Returns!

Cooking @ CLC with Chef Lisa!